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completion. Moreover, face completion can also be used in
many real world face-related applications such as unwanted
content removal (e.g., glasses, scarf, and head-mounted display in AR/VR), interactive face editing, and occluded face
recognition.
Recently, along with the development of deep learning,
significant progress has been made in image inpainting [1, 2, 9–
13] and face completion [1, 3, 5–7, 14, 15]. The existing
methods generally adopt the generative adversarial network
(GAN) [16] framework which involves a generator and a
discriminator. On the one hand, contextual attention [1] and
shift-connection [9, 10] have been introduced into the baseline
generator (i.e., context-encoder [17]) to exploit surrounding
repetitive structures for generating visually plausible content
with fine details. On the other hand, global and local discriminators are incorporated to obtain visually pleasing result with
locally realistic details [7, 14], and semantic parsing loss [7]
as well as structure information [4, 12] are also adopted to
enhance the consistency of face completion.
Index Terms—Face completion, reflectional symmetry, convoHowever, face completion is not a simple application of
lutional neural networks.
image inpainting, and remains not well solved. Fig. 1 illustrates
the results by state-of-the-art CNN-based methods, including
Yeh et al. [8], GFCNet [7], DeepFill [1], DFNet [2], PConv [3],
I. I NTRODUCTION
HE task of face completion is to fill missing facial pixels EdgeConnect [4], GMCNN [5], and PICNet [6]. One can
with visually plausible hypothesis [7, 8]. The generated see that most results are locally satisfying, but globally
solutions for missing parts aim at restoring semantic facial inconsistent (e.g., the generated eyes or lips are different from
structures and realistic fine details, but are not required to the uncorrupted parts, making these results not very realistic.)
Inspired by this observation, we present a deep symmetryexactly approximate the unique ground-truth. Unlike images
consistent
face completion network (SymmFCNet), which
of natural scene, face images usually contain little repetitive
leverages
face
symmetry to improve the global face structure
structures [1], which further increases the difficulties of face
consistency and local fine details of face completion result. The
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correspond to missing pixels in the flip image (green lines in

Abstract—Deep convolutional networks (CNNs) have achieved
great success in face completion to generate plausible facial
structures. These methods, however, are limited in maintaining
global consistency among face components and recovering fine
facial details. On the other hand, reflectional symmetry is a
prominent property of face images and benefits face analysis and
consistency modeling, yet remaining uninvestigated in deep face
completion. In this work, we leverage two kinds of symmetryenforcing modules to form a symmetry-consistent CNN model
(i.e., SymmFCNet) for effective face completion. For missing
pixels on only one of the half-faces, an illumination-reweighted
warping subnet is developed to guide the warping and illumination reweighting of the other half-face. As for missing pixels
on both of half-faces, we present a generative reconstruction
subnet together with a perceptual symmetry loss to enforce
symmetry consistency of recovered structures. The SymmFCNet
is constructed by stacking generative reconstruction subnet upon
illumination-reweighted warping subnet, and can be learned in
an end-to-end manner. Experiments show that SymmFCNet can
generate globally consistent results on images with synthetic and
real occlusions, and performs favorably against state-of-the-arts.
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Fig. 1: Completion results of face images with synthetic and real occlusion. We can see that these competing methods are
locally plausible, but globally inconsistent. Obviously, for missing pixels in only one-half face (Row 1) and both-half faces
(Row 2), results of the competing methods are globally inconsistent. On the contrary, with the incorporation of facial symmetry,
our results are more realistic and globally consistent.
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Fig. 2: Overview of our SymmFCNet. Red, green and blue lines in (a) represent the three types of pixel-wise correspondence
between the input and the flip image. Red: missing pixels (input) to non-occluded pixels (flip); Green: missing pixels (input) to
missing pixels (flip); Blue: remaining pixels (input) to remaining pixels (flip). In Stage I, the missing pixels in one-half face (red
lines) are filled by reweighting the illumination of their symmetrical pixels in the other half-face. In Stage II, the missing pixels
in both-half faces (green lines in (a)) are filled by the generative reconstruction subnet with the incorporation of perceptual
symmetry loss for symmetry-consistent completion. Here, the confidence map C is shown in heat map as those in Figure 9.
Fig. 2 (a)), which indicates that these missing pixels can only
be filled by generation. (3) The remaining pixels in the input
image correspond to other pixels in the flip image (blue lines
in Fig. 2 (a)), which should be preserved. Based on this, we
present two mechanisms to leverage symmetric consistency for
filling two types (1, 2) of missing pixels.
For missing pixels happened on only one of the halffaces (see Fig. 2 (a), Stage I), it is natural to fill them
by reweighting the illumination of the corresponding pixels
in the other half-face (the red correspondence in Fig. 2
(a)). To cope with pose and illumination variations between
half-faces, we suggest an illumination-reweighted warping
subnet including two parts: (i) a FlowNet to establish the
correspondence map between two half-faces, and (ii) a LightNet
to indicate the ratio of illumination between two half-faces.
For missing pixels happened on both half-faces (see Fig. 2
(b), Stage II), perceptual symmetry loss is incorporated with
a generative reconstruction subnet (RecNet) for symmetryconsistent completion. Flip
Based onWarpthe correspondence map
established by FlowNet, the perceptual symmetry loss is
defined on the decoder feature layer to alleviate the effect of
illumination inconsistency between two half-faces. To sum up,

our full SymmFCNet can be constructed by stacking generative
reconstruction subnet upon illumination-reweighted warping
subnet. Perceptual symmetry, reconstruction and adversarial
losses are deployed on RecNet to end-to-end train the full
SymmFCNet. Besides, illumination consistency loss, landmark
loss and total variation (TV) regularization are employed in
Stage I (Fig. 2 (a)) for improving the training stability of
FlowNet and LightNet.
Experiments show that illumination-reweighted warping is
effective in filling missing pixels happened on only one of
the half-faces. In contrast, the RecNet can not only generate
symmetry-consistent result for missing pixels happened on
both half-faces, but also benefit the refinement of the result
by illumination-reweighted warping. In terms of quantitative
metrics and visual quality, our SymmFCNet performs favorably
against state-of-the-arts, and yields high quality results on face
images with real occlusions. More interestingly, we apply our
SymmFCNet to two new tasks, i.e., facial identity and attribute
recognition, and achieve promising results.
The main contributions of this paper include:
•

To our knowledge, the first attempt to utilize reflectional symmetry for deep face completion, including
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an illumination-reweighted warping network for filling
missing pixels on only one of the half-faces and a generative reconstruction network equipped with perceptual
symmetry loss for inpainting missing pixels on both halffaces.
• Favorable and globally consistent face completion performance on regular and irregular masks of SymmFCNet in
comparison to state-of-the-arts.
• Benefited from facial symmetry, the first successful
application of face completion on facial identity and
attribute recognition, achieving promising improvements.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews the image completion and face symmetry
relating to this work. Section III initially analyzes three
types of missing pixels and then provides the implementation
details including MaskNet for predicting the face region
mask from an occluded face image, WarpNet for conducting
correspondence between left and right faces, LightNet for
illumination correction, as well as RecNet for generative
reconstruction. Finally we give the objective function for
learning our SymmFCNet. Section IV makes both qualitative
and quantitative analyses on regular and irregular occlusions
to compare with the state-of-the-arts. Among them, we further
evaluate the effect of the main components in SymmFCNet.
The limitation and analyses are also detailed in this part. Finally,
Section V summarizes this work and proposes the future work
on the improvement of our SymmFCNet and the extension to
other related tasks.

iii

effective inpainting of irregular holes. Structure prediction and
foreground-aware [4, 12] are incorporated to reconstruct the
reasonable structure. For harmonically blending the completion
results into existing content, Hong et al. [2] presented a
smooth transition and fusion network. In [6], Cai et al. adopted
Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) to generate diverse solutions
for image completion. To exploit the repetitive structures
in surrounding contexts, multi-scale neural patch synthesis
(MNPS) [23] is suggested, and contextual attention [1] as
well as shift-connection [9, 10] are further presented to
overcome the inefficiency of MNPS. Unlike natural images,
face images generally exhibit non-repetitive structures and
are more sensitive to semantic consistency and visual artifacts,
making it difficult to directly apply general-purposed inpainting
models.

B. Deep Face Completion
Apart from the aforementioned image inpainting methods,
Yeh et al. [8] developed a semantic face completion method,
which exploits the trained GAN to find the closest encoding
and then fill the missing pixels by considering both context
discriminator and corrupted input image. Li et al. [7] presented
a generative model to recover missing pixels by minimizing
the combination of reconstruction loss, local and global
adversarial losses as well as semantic parsing loss. Song et
al. [15] proposed a geometry-aware face completion method by
estimating facial landmark heatmaps from the unmasked region.
He et al. [24] proposed the cross-spectral face completion
model to fill the missing lighting contents in the synthesis from
the near-infrared image to the visual one. For better recovery
II. R ELATED W ORK
of facial details, Zhao et al. [25] suggested a guidance image
Face completion is to learn a mapping from the occluded
from the extra non-occluded face image of the same identity to
input to a plausible completion result. Unlike general image
facilitate identity-aware completion. However, the introduction
inpainting, face image has its own characteristics, e.g., symof guidance image certainly limits its wide applications, and
metric structure. Our work is motivated by applying faceits performance degrades remarkably when the guidance and
specific features to face completion. Thus, in this section, we
occluded images are of different poses. Instead of selecting
briefly review the relevant works of three sub-fields: deep
guidance image in the completion process, we leverage the
image inpainting, deep face completion and the applications
symmetry of face images to establish the correspondence
of symmetry in face analysis.
between two half-faces, which is then used to guide the
generation of high quality completion result.
A. Deep Image Inpainting
Image inpainting aims to fill missing pixels in a seamless C. Face Symmetry
manner [21], which has wide applications, such as restoration
Symmetry is closely related to the human perception,
of damaged image and unwanted content removal. Recently, understanding and discovery of images, and also has received
motivated by the unprecedented success of GAN in many vision upsurging interests in computer vision [18–20, 26–28]. In comtasks like style transfer, image-to-image translation, image putational symmetry, numerous methods have been proposed
super-resolution and face attribute manipulation, deep CNNs to detect reflection, rotation, translation and medial-axis-like
have also greatly facilitated the development of image inpaint- symmetries from images [26, 27]. Reflectional symmetry is also
ing. Originally, Pathak et al. [17] presented an encoder-decoder an important characteristic of face images, which has been used
(i.e., context encoder) network to learn the image semantic struc- to assist 3D face reconstruction [18], 3D face alignment [28]
ture for the recovery of the missing pixels, and an adversarial and face recognition [19, 20]. For identity-preserving face
loss is deployed to enhance the perceptual quality of inpainting frontalization, Huang et al. [29] adopted symmetry loss on
result. Subsequently, global and local discriminators [14] are pixel and Laplacian space of reconstruction results, which
adopted for better discrimination between real images and should meet two conditions: 1) face must locate in image
inpainting results. In addition, dilated convolution [5, 14] center, 2) roll and yaw of facial poses must be zero, making it
and partial convolution [3] are introduced to improve the only applicable in frontalization task. Unlike [29], we present
training of generator. Xie et al. [22] proposed learnable a more general scheme for modeling face symmetry for face
bidirectional attention maps for feature renormalization and completion task.
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III. M ETHOD

2) FlowNet: One may establish the correspondence between
the pixels from two half-faces by direct matching. However,
such approach is computationally expensive and the annotation
of dense correspondence is also practically infeasible. Instead,
we introduce the flip image I o,f (M o,f ) of occluded face
(mask) I o (M o ), and adopt a FlowNet which takes both I o,f
and I o to predict the flow field Φ = (Φx , Φy ),

Face completion aims at learning a mapping from occluded
face I o as well as its binary indicator mask M o to a desired
completion result Iˆ (i.e., an estimation of the ground-truth
I). Here, the images I o , M o , as well as Iˆ are of the same
size h × w, and we give a unified definition that mask value
at (i, j) that equals to 0 indicates missing. To exploit face
symmetry, we present our two-stage SymmFCNet to generate
Φ = Fw (I o , I o,f ; Θw ),
(3)
symmetry-consistent completion result (see Fig. 2). In Stage
model parameters. Given
I, an illumination-reweighted warping subnet is deployed to where Θw denotes o the FlowNet
y
x
a
pixel
(i,
j)
in
I
,
(Φ
,
Φ
)
i,j
i,j indicates the position of
fill missing pixels happened on only one of the half-faces,
o,f
its
corresponding
pixel
in
I
. Note that I o,f is the flip
where a FlowNet is involved to establish the correspondence
y
o
o
o,f
x
between two half-faces and a LightNet is involved to predict the image of I . Thus, I (i, j) and I (Φi,j , Φi,j ) are a pair
illumination differences between two half-faces. In Stage II, a of corresponding pixels from different half-faces (the lines
generative reconstruction subnet is used to handle missing shown in Fig. 2 (a)), and the correspondence between two
pixels happened on both half-faces and further refine the half-faces is then constructed.
With Φ, the pixel value at (i, j) of the warped image I o,f,w
result in Stage I. Using the output of FlowNet, we define
at (Φxi,j , Φyi,j ) of the flipped image
a perceptual symmetry loss on the decoder feature to enforce is defined as the pixel value
y
o,f
o,f
x
symmetry consistent completion. With the incorporation of face I . Since Φi,j and Φi,j are real numbers, then I(Φxi,j ,Φyi,j )
symmetry in both stages, our SymmFCNet can well constrain can be bilinearly interpolated by its 4 surrounding neighboring
o,f,w
can be computed
the completion results with plausible and realistic structures. pixels. Thus, the warped flip image Ii,j
Stage I and Stage II are combined together to handle different as the interpolation result:
X
types of occlusions and can be learned in an end-to-end manner. o,f,w
o,f
Ii,j =
Ih,w
max(0, 1 − |Φyi,j − h|) max(0, 1 − |Φxi,j − w|),
In this section, we first detail the architecture of SymmFCNet
(h,w)∈N
and then define the learning objective.
(4)
where N denotes the 4-pixel neighbors of (Φxi,j , Φyi,j ). Analogously, we can also obtain the warped flip mask image M o,f,w
A. Illumination-reweighted warping
of M o,f :
X
Unlike general-purposed image inpainting, face is a highly
o,f,w
o,f
Mi,j
=
Mh,w
max(0, 1−|Φyi,j −h|) max(0, 1−|Φxi,j −w|).
structured object with prominent reflectional symmetry char(h,w)∈N
acteristic. Thus, when the missing pixels are within only
(5)
half of the face, it is reasonable to fill them guided by By defining the occlusion on one half-face with M o-h = 1−
the corresponding pixels in the other half-face. To this end, M o,f,w (1 − M o ) M f r , we can then identify the missing
o-h
we should solve the illumination inconsistence and create pixels (i, j) within only half of the face as Mi,j
= 0. Here,
correspondence between the pixels from two half-faces. In
represents the element-wise product.
the following, we introduce a MaskNet, a FlowNet and a
Since it is unpractical to annotate the dense correspondence
LightNet for predicting the face region, computing pixel between left and right half-faces, alternative losses are required
correspondence and illumination correction, respectively. To to train FlowNet. [31–33] directly enforced the losses on the
facilitate the understanding of these sub-networks, we represent warped images. For face completion, however, the ground-truth
all the variables in Fig. 3 and Table I.
of warped image is unknown, and the two half-faces may be
1) MaskNet: Since only face region has symmetry character- of different illuminations, making it unsuitable to use I o as
istic, it is necessary to predict the face region mask M f r from the ground-truth.
Following [34], we train FlowNet in a semi-supervised
an occluded face, which can apply the following LightNet and
FlowNet on face region only. To achieve this goal, we suggest manner by incorporating landmark loss with a TV regularizer,
a MaskNet which takes the occluded image I o as input to which is performed on the flow field Φ. Given the ground-truth
image I, we detect its 68 facial landmarks (xk , yk ) 68
predict the face region mask M f r . This can be defined as:
k=1
through [30]. Denote by I fn the horizontal
flip of I. The
o
fr
o
M = Fm (I ; Θm ),
(1)
landmarks of I f , denoted by (xfk , ykf ) 68
k=1 , can be obtained

68
where Θm denotes the MaskNet model parameters.
by horizontal flip of (xk , yk ) k=1 . In order to align I o,f
For training MaskNet, we first generate the ground-truth to the pose of I o , it is natural to require (Φxf f , Φy f f ) be
fr
xk ,yk
xk ,yk
region mask Mgt
by computing the convex hull of 68 facial
close to (xk , yk ) (see 2-nd row in Fig. 3), and we thus define
landmarks detected by [30]. The mask value at (i, j) equal to
the landmark loss as:
1 indicates the pixel belongs to the face region, otherwise the
68
X
background. The training objective of MaskNet is defined as:
Llm =
(Φxxf ,yf − xk )2 + (Φy f f − yk )2 .
(6)
xk ,yk
k k
fr 2
fr
k=1
Lf r = kM − Mgt k .
(2)
An example of M f r is shown in Fig. 3.

Furthermore, TV regularization is deployed to constrain the

e
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Fig. 3: Illustration of the variables in FlowNet and LightNet. Row 1: we illustrate the occlusion masks that generated by
SymmFCNet. Row 2: we detail three types of correspondence between two half faces (red, green, and blue lines). And then,
the illustration of using FlowNet to warp the flip image I o,f to align with input I o is briefly illustrated.
TABLE I: Descriptions of the variables in our SymmFCNet.
Variables
M fr
Mo
M o,f
M o,f,w
M

o-h

M b-h
Io
I o,f
I

o,f,w

Iˆs1
C

Description of the variables
The face region mask that indicates the pixel
belongs to face region or background.
The binary occlusion mask
The horizontal flip image of M o
The warped image of M o,f via bilinear
interpolation in Eqn. 5
One-half occlusion mask that indicates the missing
pixels can be filled by the corresponding ones in the
other half-face (the red lines in Figs. 2 and 3)
Both-half occlusion mask that indicates the missing
pixels should be generated in stage II (the green
lines in Figs. 2 and 3)
The occluded face image
The horizontal flip image of I o
The warped face image of I o,f via bilinear
interpolation in Eqn. 4
The result of stage I that completes the missing
pixels in M o-h
Confidence map that indicates the completion
confidence of stage I

spatial smoothness of flow field Φ. Given the 2D dense flow
field (Φx , Φy ), the TV regularization is defined as:
x 2
x 2
y 2
y 2
Fill LT V = k∇x Φ k + k∇y Φ k + k∇x Φ k + k∇y Φ k , (7)

where ∇x and ∇y denote the gradient operators along x and
y coordinates, respectively.
3) LightNet: Generally, the left and right half-faces are
lighting inconsistent, therefore, we cannot fill missing pixels
directly
by I o,f,w .result
In order
Completion
w/otoRcompensate the illumination
variation, we add the light adjustment module (LightNet) to
make the completion result more harmonious. LightNet takes

I o and I o,f as inputs, and predicts the illumination ratio R as
follows:
R = Fl (I o , I o,f ; Θl ),
(8)
where Θl denotes the LightNet model parameters and R has
three channels (RGB map) for each input image. I o,f,w R is
expected to have the same illumination as I o . The completion
result in Stage I can be obtained by:
Iˆs1 = I o,f,w

R

(1 − M o-h ) + I o

M o-h .

(9)

For training LightNet, we introduce an illumination consistency loss. Denote by I f,w the warped version of the flip
ground-truth I f . Then, the illumination reweighted I f,w is
required to approximate the original ground-truth I. And we
thus define the illumination consistency loss as:
Ll = k(I f,w

R − I)

M f r k2 ,

(10)

where we exclude the effect of irrelevant background through
the predicted face region mask M f r .
B. Generative reconstruction
Since illumination reweighted warping can handle missing
pixels within only one half of the face, we further present a
Skip Connection
generative reconstruction subnet for the inpainting of missing
pixels happened on both half-faces. It is worth noting that
when faces have large poses (e.g., 1-st row in Fig. 9), fewer
valid correspondence can be utilized from symmetry to help
inpainting, leading to the decreasing reliability of Iˆs1 . Thus,
directly taking M b-h as the input of Stage II will confuse the
learning of RecNet. Denote the value in Φ as (x+∆x, y +∆y),
in which (x, y) represents the pixel index and (∆x, ∆y) is the
motion vector. To alleviate the former issue, we attempt to use
the motion vector (∆x, ∆y) of Φ which can capture the pose
Conv. map with the value within
condition to generate a confidence
Shared
[0, 1]. When the face imageResBlock
is not frontal, the motion
vector in
Weights

Dilation Conv.

Correspondenc
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Φ should be larger, resulting in a smaller value in confidence
map. We take the motion vector (∆x, ∆y) as input and go
through three convolutional layers to generate confidence map
C (see Figs. 2 and 9), which can indicate the completion
confidence of Stage I and serve as mask condition for Stage
II. This confidence map can be formulated as,
(11)

C = Fc (∆x, ∆y; Θc ),

where Θc denotes the parameters of three convolutional layers
and Φ is the flow vector from FlowNet.
Denote occlusion on both half-face with M b-h = 1 − (1 −
M o ) M o-h M f r , background missing mask M bg = (1 −
M f r ) (1 − M o ). The mask condition of Stage II (M s2 ) can
be formulated as M s2 = ((1−M o-h ) C +M b-h ) (1−M bg )
(Fig. 2 (b)). Thus, generative reconstruction subnet (RecNet)
takes Iˆs1 (the completion result in stage I) and M s2 as input
to generate the final completion result.
Iˆ = Fr (Iˆs1 , M s2 ; Θr ),

(12)

where Θr represents the RecNet model parameters. Image
inpainting task is sensitive for receptive field, especially for
irregular masks. Thus, for RecNet, we adopt multi-dilated
convolution [35] based ResBlock architecture [36] to enlarge
receptive field and use spectral norm [37] in each convolution
layer. Please refer to Appendix A for more details.

reconstruction loss is defined as,
Lr = λr,2 `2 + λr,p `perceptual .

(16)

where λr,2 and λr,p are the tradeoff parameters for balancing
`2 and `perceptual . This objective function can constrain the
generated results Iˆ close to ground-truth I in pixel and feature
space.
Finally, adversarial loss is deployed to generate photorealistic result. In [7, 14], global and local discriminators are
exploited, where local discriminator is defined on the inpainting
result of a hole. Considering that the hole may be irregular, it
is inconvenient to define and learn local discriminator. Instead,
we apply local discriminators to four specific facial parts, i.e.,
left/right eye, nose and mouth. Thus, local discriminators are
consistent for any images with any missing masks, and facilitate
the learning process of SymmFCNet. For each part, we define
its local adversarial loss as,
`a,pi = min max EIpi ∼pdata (Ipi ) [log Dpi (Ipi )]+
Θ

Dpi

∼prec (Iˆpi ) [log(1
i

EIˆp

− Dpi (Iˆpi ))],

(17)

where pdata (Ipi ) and prec (Iˆpi ) stand for the distributions of
ˆ respectively. Dp denotes the i-th
the i-th part from I and I,
i
part discriminator and we adopt SAGAN discriminator [40]
for each one. To sum up, the overall adversarial loss is defined
as,
X
La = λa,g `a,g +
λa,pi `a,pi ,
(18)

The flow field Φ is further utilized to enforce the symmetry
consistency on the completion results of missing pixels on
i
both half-faces. RecNet also takes the flip versions of Iˆs1 and where ` represents the global adversarial loss working on
a,g
M s2 as inputs to generate Iˆf . We define Ωl as the (L − l)- the whole image, λ
a,g and λa,pi are the tradeoff parameters
th layer of decoder feature map for Iˆs1 and M s2 , Ωfl (flip for the global and local adversarial losses, respectively. For
version) for Iˆs1,f and M s2,f , where L is the network depth. each part, we crop the square region based on the convex hull
By downsampling Φ, M s2 , M f r to Φ↓ , M↓s2 , M↓f r which of its landmarks and employ bilinear interpolation to resize it
have the same size with Ωl , the perceptual symmetry loss can to 128 × 128.
then be defined as:
Ls= C1l

P

i,j

((Ωl (i, j)−Ωfl (Φx↓,i,j , Φy↓,i,j )) M↓f r (i, j)

(1−M↓s2 (i, j)))2 ,

(13)
where Cl denotes the channel number of Ωl . In our implementation, we set l = 1 with feature size 128×128. Benefited from
Ls , we can maintain symmetric consistency even for filling
the missing pixels on both half-faces.

C. Learning Objective
Taking all the losses on MaskNet, FlowNet, LightNet and
RecNet into account, the overall objective of SymmFCNet can
be defined as,

L = λf r Lf r + λlm Llm + λT V LT V + λl Ll + λs Ls + Lr + La ,
(19)
Reconstruction loss is introduced to require the final comˆ
where
λ
,
λ
,
λ
,
λ
and
λ
are
the
tradeoff
parameters
pletion result I be close to the ground-truth I, which involves
fr
lm
TV
l
s
two terms. The first one, `2 loss, is defined as the squared for face region mask loss, landmark loss, TV regularization,
illumination consistency loss and symmetry consistency loss,
Euclidean distance between Iˆ and I,
respectively. Note that our SymmFCNet is constructed by
`2 = kIˆ − Ik2 .
(14) stacking generative reconstruction subnet upon illumination
Inspired by [38], the second term adopts the perceptual loss reweighted warping subnet and can be trained in an end-to-end
defined on pre-trained VGG-Face [39]. Denote by Ψ the VGG- manner. Thus, MaskNet, FlowNet and LightNet can also be
Face model, and Ψk the k-th layer (i.e., k = 5) of feature map. learned by minimizing Lr , La and Ls even they are defined
on RecNet.
The perceptual loss is then defined as,
`perceptual =

1
ˆ − Ψk (I)k2 ,
kΨk (I)
Ck Hk Wk

(15)

where the Ck , Hk and Wk denote the channel number, height
and width of feature maps, respectively. Clearly, this perceptual
loss is also beneficial to identity preservation. Then, the

IV. E XPERIMENTS
Experiments are conducted to assess our SymmFCNet and
compare it with the state-of-the-art image inpainting and face
completion methods, including Yeh et al. [8], GFCNet [7],
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TABLE II: Quantitative comparisons (PSNR, SSIM, LPIPS) on two types masks (irregular and center) and voting results of
User Study. Here, ↑ (↓) indicates higher (lower) is better.
Methods

Image Size

Yeh et al. [8]
GFCNet [7]
SymmFCNet128
DeepFill [1]
DFNet [2]
PConv [3]
EdgeConnect [4]
GMCNN [5]
PICNet [6]
SymmFCNet

64 × 64
128 × 128
128 × 128
256 × 256
256 × 256
512 × 512
256 × 256
256 × 256
256 × 256
256 × 256

Irregular Mask
PSNR↑
SSIM↑
LPIPS↓
18.37
21.50
27.52
23.14
25.19
25.68
24.03
24.90
26.63

.743
.840
.961
.882
.912
.921
.884
.907
.942

.324
.232
.061
.136
.096
.090
.141
.106
.076

PSNR↑
18.61
22.61
27.04
24.08
22.69
23.71
25.30
24.29
25.32

Center Mask
SSIM↑
LPIPS↓
.773
.926
.959
.945
.942
.948
.952
.950
.953

.305
.128
.055
.074
.077
.076
.059
.065
.056

User Study
Random Mask↑ Real Image↑
1.04%
2.96%
6.08%
17.92%
15.36%
12.04%
19.76%
24.84%

0.96%
3.60%
5.68%
12.32%
17.84%
13.92%
20.08%
25.60%

DeepFill [1], DFNet [2], PConv [3], EdgeConnect [4], GM- for face completion, but it can only handle 64 × 64 and
CNN [5], and PICNet [6]. For comprehensive evaluation, 128 × 128 images, respectively. PConv [3] requires online
quantitative and qualitative results as well as user study are manual specification of missing masks, and we thus do not
reported for comprehensive evaluation. In addition, we test the report its quantitative metrics because of manually editing the
completion performance on both images with synthetic missing occlusion masks for more than 2,000 test images. PICNet [6]
pixels and images with real occlusion. We also conduct the can generate 50 samples and we only select the one with
ablation study to assess the contributions of main components the highest score as its result. We randomly select irregular
of SymmFCNet including FlowNet, LightNet, and perceptual occlusion masks from PConv [3] with average pre-filling
symmetry loss. Moreover, we find that the face symmetry is percentage in Stage I 21.45% and center mask (pre-filling
beneficial to identity and attribute preserving, and thus conduct percentage in Stage I nearly 0.0%) to generate our test data.
the identity and attribute recognition to compare with the
1) Quantitative Results: Table II lists the PSNR, SSIM, and
competing methods. Finally, we show the completion results of perceptual similarity (LPIPS) [45] on the test data with PConv
our SymmFCNet on images with different poses and analyze mask (irregular) and center mask. As for Yeh et al. [8] and
the limitation of SymmFCNet. The source code and models GFCNet [7], we simply downsample the ground-truth to the
are available at: https://github.com/csxmli2016/SymmFCNet.
same image size (i.e., 64 × 64 and 128 × 128, respectively)
for computing these metrics. For a fair comparison, we retrain
our SymmFCNet128 to process 128 × 128 images which is
A. Dataset and Setting
obviously better than GFCNet [7]. We can also have the
We evaluate our proposed model on CelebA-HQ dataset
following observations. (i) For irregular (PConv) mask, our
[41, 42] and use the training, test, and validation splits from [6].
method obviously outperforms other competing methods, e.g., 1
We also adopt random crop and chromatic transformations
dB higher than others in PSNR, which can be mainly attributed
(brightness, contrast) [43] for data augmentation. The hyperto the pre-filling in Stage I and perceptual symmetry loss in
parameters for SymmFCNet are set as follows: λf r=5, λlm=10,
Stage II. (ii) For center masks, which occlude both-half faces,
λT V = 1, λl = 10, λs = 100, λr,2 = 300, λr,p = 3, λa,g = 1,
our methods can still achieve favorable performance against
λa,p1 =λa,p2 =λa,p3 =λa,p4 =2. The training of SymmFCNet
other methods, mainly indicating the effectiveness of perceptual
includes three stages. (i) We first pre-train MaskNet, FlowNet
symmetry loss. Again our method can also achieve the best
and LightNet for 10 epochs. (ii) Fixed MaskNet, FlowNet
LPIPS performance, which is more consistent with human
and LightNet, we pre-train RecNet for 20 epochs. (iii) Finally,
perception.
the full SymmFCNet is end-to-end trained by minimizing the
2) Qualitative Results: The solutions for face completion
learning objective L. Each models are optimized using the
−4
are
neither unique nor required to exactly approximate the
ADAM algorithm [44] with the learning rate of 2 × 10
ground-truth.
Thus, qualitative comparison is conducted to
and β1 = 0.5. Learning rate is reduced by 0.1 until the
show
the
effectivenss
of our methods. Here, we only report
reconstruction loss on validation set becomes non-decreasing.
the
recent
state-of-the-art
works by excluding Yeh et al. [8]
The batch size is 4 and the training is stopped after 200 epochs.
and GFCNet [7]. Fig. 4 show the completion results on
irregular and center masks. Benefited from the incorporation
B. Results on Images with Synthetic Missing Pixels
of illumination reweighted warping and perceptual symmetric
Quantitative and qualitative results are reported on our loss, our SymmFCNet can achieve very promising inpainting
SymmFCNet and seven state-of-the-art methods with their results which preserve visually pleasing symmetry consistent
released models, which are all trained using the same datasets. details for missing pixels within only one-half faces, while
Among them, Yeh et al. [8] and GFCNet [7] are designed other methods are limited in maintaining global symmetry
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Ours
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Ground-truth

Fig. 4: Completion results on irregular and center masks. For the one-half occlusion (Rows 1&2), the generated results of
SymmFCNet are more consistent with the non-occluded one (e.g., eyes location, shape and color). Also, our SymmFCNet can
perform favorably against the competing methods on the both-half occlusion (Rows 3∼6).
consistency. Obviously, the completion results of DeepFill [1],
DFNet [2] , PConv [3], EdgeConnect [4], GMCNN [5] and
PICNet [6] are different from the non-occluded face region,
e.g., colors, shapes and locations of right eyes in the 1-st and
2-nd rows. As for center mask, our method can also generate
comparable results with GMCNN and PICNet, but with better
global consistency.
3) User Study: We conduct a user study to evaluate the
performance of our SymmFCNet under different occlusions.
Specifically, it is conducted for synthetic masks with random
occlusion and real-world occlusions, which contain 50 images
that randomly selected from synthetic test data and 25 images
with real occlusion, respectively. We display the results for
unlimited time by different methods in random order to 50
workers who are required to choose the one with the best global
consistency and perception quality. We use the percent of the
votes of one particular algorithm against all votes to evaluate
the performance of the algorithms. Result shown in Table II
indicates that SymmFCNet has over 5% probability than 2-nd
highest method to be selected as the best one, indicating the
superiority of SymmFCNet.

C. Results on Images with Real Occlusions
By manually specifying the missing masks, Fig. 5 shows the
completion results on four face images with real occlusions.
For the 1-st and 2-nd images, the occlusion are mainly in the
one-half face, and the result by ours is globally more symmetry
consistent in comparison to other methods. Moreover, one can
see that even though there is unpleased structure in the nonoccluded region (left face in the 2-nd row), our RecNet can
further finetune the completion results which is filled by the
symmetric region in Stage I. As for the 3-rd and 4-th images,
even the occlusions are nearly symmetric, SymmFCNet still
performs favorably, validating the effectiveness of perceptual
symmetry loss.
D. Ablation Study
Two groups of experiments are conducted to assess the
contributions of main components in our SymmFCNet. In the
first one, Fig. 6 shows the intermediate results of SymmFCNet,
including warped images, and the completion results after
FlowNet, LightNet, and RecNet. From Fig. 6, we have the
following observations: (i) From the warped flip image I o,f,w ,

Input

DeepFill

DFNet

Input
Input

DeepFill
DeepFill
[1]

DFNet
DFNet
[2]
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Fig. 5: Completion results on images with real occlusion. Rows 1∼2 and Rows 3∼4 are the one-half and both-half occlusions,
respectively.
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Ground-truth

Occluded face I o

Warped flip I o,f,w

Iˆs1 w/o R

Iˆs1 w/ R

Final result Iˆ

Ground-truth

Fig. 6: Intermediate results of SymmFCNet. From left to right: occluded face image I , warped flip image I o,f,w obtained
by warping the flip image I o,f with the predicted flow field Φ (Eqn. 4), Iˆs1 w/o R that is the result of Stage I without the
illumination correction, Iˆs1 w/ R that is the final result of Stage I with the illumination correction, and the final result Iˆ of
SymmFCNet.
o

Ground-tru
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TABLE III: Quantitative results on different components of SymmFCNet. ↑ (↓) indicates higher (lower) is better.
Metrics

Plain RecNet

SymmFCNet (-GL0)

SymmFCNet (-L)

SymmFCNet (-S)

SymmFCNet (Full)

PSNR↑
SSIM↑
LPIPS↓

24.84
0.898
0.091

25.21
0.903
0.088

26.42
0.933
0.079

26.35
0.927
0.081

26.63
0.942
0.076

Input I o

Plain RecNet

SymmFCNet (-GL0)

SymmFCNet (-L)

SymmFCNet (-S)

SymmFCNet (F ull)

Ground-truth

Fig. 7: Visual comparisons of our SymmFCNet components. From left to right: Input; Plain RecNet: removing FlowNet,
LightNet and perceptual symmetry loss; SymmFCNet (-GL0): removing LightNet and applying the predicted flow field only
in perceptual symmetry loss; SymmFCNet (-L): removing LightNet; SymmFCNet (-S): removing perceptual symmetry loss;
SymmFCNet (F ull): full SymmFCNet; and Ground-truth.
FlowNet can correctly align the flip image with the original one,
and construct the correspondence between left and right halffaces. (ii) From the completion results of Iˆs1 with and without
illumination correction ratio R, one can see that although the
correspondence can be used to fill missing pixels within only
one half-face, the result suffers from illumination inconsistency,
and can be improved via the introduction of LightNet. (iii)
ˆ we can observe that RecNet not only
From the final result I,
can fill missing pixels on both half-faces, but also is effective in
further refining the result of illumination-reweighted warping.
In the second group of experiments, we further assess the
effect of perceptual symmetry loss, FlowNet, and LightNet.
To this end, We consider five variants of SymmFCNet: (i)
SymmFCNet (Full), (ii) SymmFCNet (-S): removing perceptual
symmetry loss, (iii) SymmFCNet (-L): removing LightNet,
(iv) SymmFCNet (-GL0): removing LightNet and applying the
predicted flow field only in perceptual symmetry loss, (v) plain
RecNet: removing FlowNet, LightNet and perceptual symmetry
loss. Table III and Fig. 7 report the quantitative and qualitative
results of these variants. Plain RecNet only performs on par
with GMCNN and PICNet (Table II) and is prone to symmetryinconsistent completion results (Fig. 7). In the following, we
make further analyses of FlowNet, perceptual symmetry loss
as well as LightNet.

1) FlowNet: The flow field by FlowNet can be exploited
for (i) guiding the completion of missing pixels within only
one half-face and (ii) incorporating with Ls to train RecNet.
Here we only focus on (i) and compare SymmFCNet (-L) and
SymmFCNet (-GL0). By using FlowNet to complete missing
pixels within only one half-face, notable gains on PSNR and
SSIM can be attained by SymmFCNet (-L) (see Table III).
From Fig. 7, SymmFCNet (-GL0) is still limited in preserving
the symmetry consistency, while it can be well addressed by
SymmFCNet (-L).
2) Perceptual symmetry loss: The contribution of perceptual
symmetry loss can be assessed by both SymmFCNet (-GL0)
vs RecNet and SymmFCNet (Full) vs SymmFCNet (-S). In
comparison to plain RecNet, SymmFCNet (-GL0) can achieve
moderate gains on quantitative metrics (see Table III) and more
symmetry consistent results (see Fig. 7). It is worth noting that,
compared with SymmFCNet (-S), notable gains can be obtained
by SymmFCNet (Full). From Fig. 7, SymmFCNet (Full) is
also able to correct the artifacts and illumination inconsistency
produced in the first stage. Thus, RecNet with perceptual
symmetry loss is helpful in filling missing pixels on both
half-faces and refining the result of Stage I.
3) LightNet: We further compare SymmFCNet (Full) with
SymmFCNet (-L) to assess the contribution of LightNet. It can
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TABLE IV: Comparisons on identity and attribute recognition accuracy. One can observe that compared with other competing
method, our SymmFCNet can well preserve the identity and facial attributes in irregular occlusion.
Methods
GFCNet [7]
DeepFill [1]
DFNet [2]
EdgeConnect [4]
Input
GMCNN [5]
PICNet [6]
SymmFCNet

Recognition
Accuracy (%)↑

Attractive

77.3
78.4
83.2
86.8
DeepFill
81.3
85.6
91.2

75.4
80.6
89.2
92.3
DFNet
72.0
91.2
93.4

Beard

Attribute Accuracy (%)↑
Male
Makeup

88.7
89.4
92.6
93.2
PConv
90.8
94.2
96.2

90.2
79.1
90.6
81.6
94.1
92.3
94.2
91.0
EdgeConnect
92.5
79.4
96.1
93.9
97.0
95.2

Smiling
83.2
84.5
86.4
88.6
GMCNN
79.4
89.1
90.2

Young
80.3
79.5
91.5
92.1
83.0
92.7
94.9

PICNet

1) Face recognition: Face recognition has many challenges
such as pose, illumination, occlusion, etc. Facial symmetry is
also beneficial to identity and attribute preserving, that have
been adopted in face recognition [19, 20]. Here, we explore the
effectiveness of symmetry based face completion for the face
occlusion problem. We use Openface toolbox [46] to measure
whether the result and ground-truth have the same identity to
assess the coherence of completion result with surrounding
context. From Table IV, it can be seen that SymmFCNet
obviously exhibits better face recognition performance with
a large margin compared with others, i.e., at least 4.4%
higher than others. Among these test images, we analyze the
improvements of identity recognition by computing two feature
distances between {input, ground-truth} and {ours, groundtruth}. We observe that the top improvements are these with
nearly one-half occlusion, which can be filled by these from
their symmetry pixels. Three examples are shown in Figure 8.
The average distances between {input, ground-truth} and {ours,
ground-truth} are 1.27×108 and 0.09 (the distance threshold for
Input
Ours
Ground-truth
recognition in Openface toolbox is 0.991 ), respectively, which
Fig. 8: Examples with top improvements in face recognition. have been improved by a large margin. This can be mainly
attributed to the symmetry completion by our SymmFCNet.
be seen that the introduction of LightNet can further improve
2) Attribute Recognition: Attribute Recognition is another
the quantitative performance (see Table III) and generate important application which also suffers from the occlusion
illumination consistent results (see Fig. 7). We also note that problem. It is interesting to explore whether the face completion
RecNet benefits the correction of illumination inconsistency, can effectively preserve the facial attribute and the completed
and SymmFCNet (-L) attains the second best quantitative face can improve the attribute recognition performance. To evalperformance among the five SymmFCNet varaints. Even though, uate the attribute recognition accuracy using completed faces,
from the top image in Fig. 7, illumination inconsistency remains we trained a classifier with ResNet [36] on CelebA [41], among
obvious for the result by SymmFCNet (-L), indicating that which we select 6 face related attributes (i.e., attractive, beard,
LightNet is still required and cannot be totally replaced by male, makeup, smiling and young). Before the completion, the
RecNet.
six attributes recognition for the occluded images are 51.2%,
70.8%, 54.6%, 49.5%, 50.7% and 68.7%, respectively, which
E. Facial Identity and Attribute Recognition
are more like random selection from {Yes, Not}. After the
We have evaluated the performance of SymmFCNet in the completion with our proposed SymmFCNet, the improvements
above subsections. The face completion can visually improve for these attributes are 42.2%, 25.4%, 42.4%, 45.7%, 39.5%,
the quality of face images by filling the missing pixels. Actually, 26.2%, respectively. Among these six attributes, Attractive,
the face occlusion is one of the main challenges in many face Male and Makeup depend on the global face region and are
analysis tasks such as facial identity and attribute recognition. improved the most (i.e., at least 40%), which is benefited from
It is natural to apply the completed faces to these tasks, our global consistent results. It can also be seen from Table IV
which, however, have rarely been explored. Thus, in this (right) that our SymmFCNet achieves the best performance (at
section, we evaluate the performance of facial identity and least 1% higher than the 2nd best methods), indicating that our
attribute recognition using all our testing data with irregular SymmFCNet can also benefit the facial attribute recognition.
masks with average pre-filling percentage in Stage I 21.45%
1 https://cmusatyalab.github.io/openface/demo-2-comparison/
in Section IV-B.
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F. Performance on Different Poses
Since SymmFCNet may fail to exploit symmetry consistency
when the face pose is far from frontal, i.e., the yaw angle is not
within [−60, 60]. We use Multi-PIE [47] images in the same
lighting condition but with different poses to illustrate the pose
limitation in Fig. 9. We also demonstrate the confidence map
C predicted by flow field in the 2-th row. They are shown in
heat map for better distinction. One can see that the confidence
map can be consistent with the pose variations. When the pose
is large, the values in confidence map are small, indicating
that the pre-filling in Stage I is not totally acceptable. Thus, by
incorporating the both-half mask (M b-h ) with the confidence
map, we can also take M s2 as the input of Stage II. Finally,
it is noted that not only our SymmFCNet but the competing
methods cannot generate plausible results for the profile images,
partially due to the lack of profile images in the training sets.
V. C ONCLUSION

xii

TABLE V: Architectures of FlowNet, LightNet and MaskNet.
#

FlowNet

LightNet

MaskNet

1 Input (6 × 256 × 256) Input (6 × 256 × 256) Input (3 × 256 × 256)
2
Conv (32, 3, 1), LReLU
3
Conv (32, 3, 2), BN, LReLU
4
Conv (64, 3, 1), BN, LReLU
5
Conv (64, 3, 2), BN, LReLU
6
Conv (64, 3, 1), BN, LReLU
7
Conv (128, 3, 2), BN, LReLU
8
Conv (128, 3, 1), BN, LReLU
9
Conv (256, 3, 2), BN, LReLU
10
Conv (256, 3, 1), BN, LReLU
11
Conv (512, 3, 2), BN, LReLU
12
Conv (512, 3, 1), BN, LReLU
13
Dilated Conv (512,3,1,1), LReLU
14
Dilated Conv (512,3,1,2), LReLU
15
Dilated Conv (512,3,1,3), LReLU
16
Dilated Conv (512,3,1,4), LReLU
17
Concat (#13,14,15,16), Conv (512,3,1)
18
Conv (512, 3, 1), BN, LReLU
19
Upsample (2), Conv (2, 3, 1), Tanh
20
Concat (#10,19), Conv (256, 3, 1), LReLU
21
Conv (256, 3, 1), BN, LReLU
22
Upsample (2), Conv (2, 3, 1), Tanh
23
Concat (#8, 22), Conv (128, 3, 1), LReLU
24
Conv (128, 3, 1), BN, LReLU
25
Upsample (2), Conv (2, 3, 1), Tanh
26
Concat (#6, 25), Conv (64, 3, 1), LReLU
27
Conv (64, 3, 1), BN, LReLU
28
Upsample (2), Conv (2, 3, 1), Tanh
29
Concat (#4,28), Conv (32, 3, 1), BN, LReLU
30
Conv (2, 3, 1), BN, LReLU
31
Upsample (2), Conv (2, 3, 1), Tanh
32
Upsample (2)
33
Conv (2, 3, 1), Tanh
Conv (3, 3, 1), ReLU
Conv (3, 3, 1), Sigmoid
34 Output (2 × 256 × 256) Output (3 × 256 × 256) Output (3 × 256 × 256)

This work presented a symmetry consistent CNN model,
i.e., SymmFCNet, for effective face completion. Based on
the nearly reflectional symmetry of face image, we note that
there are three types of pixels in face regions. For the missing
pixels in the only one-half face, which can be filled from
the symmetric parts, we first adopt a FlowNet to construct
the correspondence between two half-faces. And then the
correspondence is combined with a LightNet for illuminationreweighting. Finally, for missing pixels in the both-half face,
a RecNet is proposed with the incorporation of perceptual
symmetry loss for recovering the photo-realistic facial details
and structure. Extensive experiments show the effectiveness the concatenation from the (#i)-th layer to the (#j)-th layer
of SymmFCNet in symmetry correspondence construction, via skip connetion. LReLU is equipped with parameters of 0.2.
illumination reweighting, as well as the generation of final Upsample (2) indicates 2× upsampling by bilinear interpolation
photo-realistic results. In terms of quantitative evaluation operation.
metrics, our SymmFCNet outperforms the state-of-the-arts with
Our full model contains a total of 62.3 M parameters,
a large margin in irregular occlusion. As for center occlusion, including 9.9 M for LightNet, 9.9 M for FlowNet, 9.9 M
our SymmFCNet can also achieve favorable performance. for MaskNet and 32.6 M for RecNet. In terms of the running
Moreover, the incorporation of symmetry in face completion time, it takes 33.1 ms on average to handle a 256 × 256 image
task can also benefit the identity and facial attribute preserving, in inference phase, which is comparable to DFNet [2] (28.3 ms)
and achieve obviously promising improvements compared with and GMCNN [5] (29.5 ms), and faster than EdgeConnect [4]
the competing methods.
(51.3 ms), DeepFill [1] (200.0 ms) and PICNet [6] (308.5 ms
In the future, we will collect more facial images with for generating 10 candidate images).
different poses to make our model robust to extreme face poses.
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Fig. 9: Comparisons on images with different types of occlusions and poses. From left to right is the both-half and one-half
occlusion. One can observe that with the incorporation of symmetry, our SymmFCNet can generate more globally consistent
and plausible results on faces with the yaw pose within [-60, 60] than the competing methods.
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